The Holy Bible In Its Original Order

Why This Bible is Unique Above All Other Bibles...
The Holy Bible In Its Original Order

is an extraordinary Bible—unique in
two ways. First, it is the only complete
Bible ever published—with both Old
and New Testaments—that accurately follows the original canonical
or manuscript order as recognized by
most scholars. In addition, once the
original order of the 49 biblical books
has been restored, the Seven Divisions
of the Bible are also re-established.
The Old Testament contains: 1) The
Law, 2) The Prophets, and 3) The
Writings. The New Testament
contains: 4) The Gospels and
Acts, 5) The General Epistles,
6) The Epistles of Paul, and 7) The
Book of Revelation. With this restoration to the first-century ‘manuscript’
order, a purposeful design, symmetry
and story flow order of the Bible
become more readily apparent.
It is a little known historical fact
that the original manuscript order of
both the Old and New Testament
books was altered by early church fathers. The Holy Bible In Its Original Order includes commentaries that trace
precisely how the Bible erroneously
came to be in its present 66-book format—revealing how and why its books
were mysteriously repositioned from
their original order by fourth-century
“editors.”
Second, this version is a new
translation—an accurate version—
that reflects the true meaning of the
original Hebrew and Greek with
fidelity and accuracy, showing the
unity of Scripture between the Old
and New Testaments. Today, in the
face of rampant religious confusion,
those who read and study the English
Bible deserve a quality translation that
can be trusted. Reviewer Lee Sparks
in REV magazine (April 2009) notes
this Bible’s “highly literal translation”
and “decidedly conservative theology
which represents the beliefs of a great
number of Christians”

SAVE $70 OFF - Special 400th Anniversary Sale
The King James Bible: 1611-2011
This Original Order Version Bible will retail in bookstores
for $169.95, but AFP readers can own this high quality,
best-selling Bible for just $99.50.
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Preview Online: www.OriginalBibleRestored.com
International Society of Bible Collectors:
“EXCELLENT TRANSLATION!”

This new second edition of the Original Order Bible
is now available in 2 styles:
• Special Limited Deluxe Lambskin Edition with Custom Presentation Box (pictured) S119.50
• Faux Black Calfskin Edition with Custom Presentation Box S99.50
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